
 MODEL NUMBER

70+ Miles

UHF: 11 dBi
Hi-VHF: 2.5 dBi

17.4” H x 31.3” W x 4” D

Lifetime Antenna Warranty
90-Day Accessory Warranty

2.7 lbs.

174-216 MHz
470-608 MHz

33-Degree Horizontal
Reception Pattern

C4MVJ

Black

 RANGE

FREQUENCY

 BEAM ANGLE

PEAK GAIN

 ASSEMBLED DIMENSIONS

 WEIGHT

COLOR

 WARRANTY

ULTRA LONG-RANGE INDOOR/OUTDOOR HDTV ANTENNA

Designed and engineered in the USA using patented
technology to receive TV signals 70 miles away from

broadcast towers. Ideal for suburban and rural areas.

Dedicated UHF and Hi-VHF multi-directional elements
deliver range and reception even if your TV towers are

spread out.

Features quick-connect assembly for easy, convenient
installation and durable, lightweight, premium materials

for maximum performance.

Includes a 20-inch mast with pivoting base for installation
on horizontal and vertical surfaces and all-weather

adjustable mounting hardware.

DESIGNED AND
ENGINEERED
IN THE USA

Bring Free TV to All Your 
Screens. Homes already
wired for satellite or cable 
service have the coaxial cable 
needed to send your antenna’s 
signal to multiple screens, all 
you have to do is connect your 
ClearStream antenna and 
you’ve got FREE TV throughout 
the house! 
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The Proof Is in the Loop. As perfectionists and antenna enthusiasts, innovation and quality are two of our highest priorities. This is why both our patented 
loop elements and lifetime warranty are unique in the industry and make us cord-cutters’ favorite brand. Networks like ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, PBS, 
Univision, and more broadcast in Full HD 1080, UHD 4K, 8K, and NEXTGEN TV where available, because OTA signals aren’t subject to compression like cable 
and satellite. ClearStream TV antennas are specifically engineered to receive the frequencies broadcast in North America and truly provide the best, most 
consistent reception of over-the-air TV signals straight from the source.
The ClearStream 4MAX Indoor/Outdoor HDTV antenna is easy to install and delivers crystal-clear TV reception in HD 
right out of the box thanks to quick-connect assembly design. Engineered to enhance UHF and Hi-VHF signal reception 
for the highest number of over-the-air channels available in your area. Multi-directional elements receive signals from 
the front and back, so you receive a greater range of frequencies. Ideal for suburban and rural areas where heavy foliage 
or roofing materials between your antenna and the towers can interfere with reception. 

Proven Performance and Reliability

Whole-Home Ready

The World’s Most Powerful Antennas

The ClearStream 4MAX™ comes with:   
- ClearStream 4MAX Antenna
- 20-inch Mast with Base 
- All-Weather Mounting Hardware
- Adjustable Mast Clamp
- Assembly and Installation Instructions

20” L x 1” Outside Diameter
20-Gauge Galvanized Steel

MAST DIMENSIONS


